Abstract

This paper describes a system called STeP_IN (standing for Socio-Technical Platform for in situ Networking) that assists software developer to find and learn Java API libraries. It provides individualized search interface for Java developers, examples that illustrates the usage, and more distinctively a facilitating mechanism that connects Java developers to exchange expertise based on their expertise and social relations. STeP_IN is designed and developed based on the Dynamic Community theory, a new collaboration form that we have proposed.

1. Introduction

Object-oriented programming languages have become one of the widely used programming languages. A huge reusable class library is one of the major benefits brought by object-oriented programming languages. In fact, most of the productivity advantage of Java has come from the reuse of its accompanied API libraries [1]. While the huge and ever-growing library (see Figure 1 for the rapid growth of Java standard API library) has boosted the productivity of software development, it also poses great challenges for software developers to find, learn, and use those library components (classes and methods).

For software developers to use those library components successfully, they have to be able to
(1) find appropriate components that are reusable in their current task;
(2) understand the functionality of the components; and
(3) integrate the components into their own development task.

Figure 1: The growth of Java standard API
2. The problems with learning Java API

The Java API documentation system is the primary method for software developers to find and learn to use API library components. It features browsing structure that is organized based on packages and classes to assist software developers to find what they need; and its documents are meant to support software developers to learn about the functionality of each component. The support, however, is insufficient for two major reasons.

First, browsing is not scalable, and is difficult to use for software developers who are not quite familiar with the library and its structure. Users can easily get lost in the hyperspace provided by browsing mechanisms because in each browsing step, the user has to make the right choice, which is not an easy task. The needs for a reusable component come from a real development task, and in most cases, the developer only knows what functionality they are looking for, not necessarily knowing what packages and classes those components belong to. An efficient search interface therefore is needed.

Second, documentation only is not sufficient in many situations for software developers to understand how to use the component. Documentation is meant to explain the functionality of the component and describes the declarative knowledge of the component. For practical use, declarative knowledge alone is not enough because it is too abstract. Software developers need procedural knowledge too, and procedural knowledge is hard, if ever possible, to be explicitly stated in natural language. Procedural knowledge is better transferred through examples and through human interactions with experts.

Examples contextualize the abstract concepts of documents and explain to software developers the expected effect in an intuitive way. They provide useful aids for learning how to use, adapt, and combine the new information in their current task by drawing an analogy between the current task and the examples. Our previous empirical study has also found that whenever example codes exist, software developers always examine the example in order to understand the usage of library components [2].

Another effective way of learning to use a library component is to ask those who are experts on the given component. As one empirical study has found that [2] one important factor that differentiates expert developers from novices is that expert developers are able to “use other experts faster” to help them solve problems collaboratively because they often know the expertise of other experts and have a more reciprocal relationship with one another. The challenges here are:

- software developers may not know to whom they can turn for help; and
- experts who are able to help may not be willing to due to the interruption to their own work.

3. Overview of the STeP_IN system

The STeP_IN system that we are currently developing aims to provide a continuous support for software developers to learn Java library components. It not only provides sophisticated and personalized search interface for software developers to find the needed component based on functionality descriptions, but also facilitates social support for learning components from other experts.

The design of the overall system architecture is shown in Figure 2. The system consists of four major subsystems. At the core is the database subsystem, which stores the index of library components; the relationship between a developer and a component (technical profile); and the relationship between developers (social profile). The profile management subsystem is used by developers to initialize and update their social profile and technical profile. The search engine subsystem provides the personalized search interface and finds examples. The dynamic community (for details of this concept, see [3]; a short introduction will be given later) support subsystem identifies and chooses experts for developers to exchange information on a given component, and the discussions are archived in the database.

From a user’s perspective, the system works as follows:

1. A user (i.e. a Java developer) has to register to the STeP_IN server first.
2. After the user has registered, he or she need to download a profiling client program and use that to create and upload his or her initial technical profile and social profile. The technical profile represents what library components the user knows, and it is created by analyzing the Java programs the user has written. The social profile represents the user’s existing relationship with other STeP_IN users by analyzing his or her mailbox.
3. After the technical profile and the social profile are uploaded, the user can login to the system and start to search for library components.
4. The user types a natural language description of the functionality of the component that he or she is looking for.
Search results are returned. If too many search results are returned or the user does not find what he or she needs, he or she can use the search-by-refinement mechanism to refine the query or search range.

Clicking one of the returned results brings an enhanced Java document page. Each method in the Java document was enhanced with several new buttons that link to examples, discussion archive, and experts.

Clicking the examples link brings examples of the method if examples exist. In this page, users can upload their own examples too.

If the user clicks the discussion archive link (which appears both in the Java document page and the example page), archived discussions on this particular method are displayed.

If the user clicks the ask experts link (which appears in the Java document page, the example page, and the discussion archive page), he or she will get an email composition window. The email will be sent by the system to selected members who are experts on the method and who are socially connected to the user who is asking for help.

The user, whom we call helpee, and the selected members, whom we call helper, can start knowledge collaboration on the method by exchanging emails, and the emails are archived in the database.

4. The search engine subsystem

STeP_IN treats each Java API method as an indexing and search unit. It uses the probability-based information retrieval technique, proposed by Robertson and Walker [4], to index and search library methods. User queries are written in natural language. Retrieval results are returned based on the computed similarity between user queries and the functionality description.
of each method in the database. Based on the assumption that terms are distributed differently in relevant and irrelevant documents, the probability-based information retrieval technique estimates the similarity between a query and a document by assigning appropriate weights to terms in the document collection, and returns a rank-ordered list of pre-indexed documents that best match the query.

STeP_IN supports personalized search. As mentioned in the previous section, users upload their technical profiles that represent what methods they have known by analyzing the Java programs that they have written. In STeP_IN, users can choose to limit their search range to all the methods that they have used, or to limit their search range to all the methods that they have never used. The former mechanism is meant to support the search of those methods that users vaguely know that they have used but could not remember the details; and the latter mechanism is meant to support the search of those completely new methods that users are looking for.

Retrieval-by-refinement is also supported. Information search is seldom an one-shot action, due to the difficulty of formulating a perfect query when the search object is not clearly known and well-defined in advance [5]. Information retrieval systems can, at best, retrieve information that matches the queries submitted by a user, and the retrieved information may not necessarily match the user’s real intentions, many of which are not articulated. Retrieval-by-refinement [6] is a process that allows users to incrementally improve their queries after they have familiarized themselves with the information space by evaluating previous retrieval results.

Java API libraries are separated into packages and classes. For most systems, only a small portion of the packages and classes are needed. If the search is limited to those packages or classes that are relevant to the current system development, search efficiency will be greatly improved. In the search result list returned by the search engine of STeP_IN, each method name is accompanied with the full class name that the method belongs to. As users move the mouse cursor over the package name, any subpackage name, or the class name, the name will be highlighted; and if users click the mouse, a small window will appear below the full class name (Figure 3). Users can click either the +Scope or the –Filter option.

If the +Scope is chosen, the search results will be limited to the specified package or class. For example, in Figure 3, only methods from the java.lang.StrictMath class will be returned in the subsequent retrieval results. If the -Filter is chosen, the search results will filter out all the methods of the specified package or class. For example, in Figure 3, all methods from the java.lang.StrictMath will not be returned as retrieval results.
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**Figure 3: Query-by-referegment in context**

Similar search range specification can be included in the initial search if users write either +java.lang.StrictMath or -java.lang.StrictMath in the Model field of the search interface (Figure 2). However, for most Java developers who are not very familiar with the library, it is much easier to specify the range after they have seen the initial search results.

5. The profile management subsystem

In the STeP_IN system, each user has a technical profile and a social profile and these two profiles are used to provide personalized support. The technical profile represents the user’s existing knowledge about library components, and the social profile represents the user’s existing social relationship with other STeP_IN users.
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**Figure 4: Technical profile initialization**

The profile management subsystem has two parts: the initialization part and the update part. As mentioned before, a registered user first need to download the profile initialization program and uses that to create and upload his initial profiles. Users need to specify the Java programs that they have written, and the profile initialization program will parse those
Java programs and extract all the library methods that they have used (Figure 4). Users can uncheck the check field if they do not want a method to be included in their technical profile as a known method.

For social profile initialization, the user needs to specify a mailbox. The system will extract the mail addresses of those who have sent emails to the user and the number of the emails sent (Figure 5). Similarly, users can uncheck the item if they do not want to include in his or her social profile the mail exchange information with a particular person.

6. The dynamic community support subsystem

When reading the document is not enough for software developers to understand how to use the library method, they need further help from other expert members. The dynamic community support
subsystem is meant to provide the social support for understanding library method of interest by creating a temporal social platform for in situ knowledge collaboration.

The dynamic community support is activated when users click the Ask experts link and send out a question email requesting for help on a particular method. It selects a small group of users for the request for help email to be sent to, provides communication support for subsequent knowledge exchanges between the selected group members (helper) and the user (helpee), and archives the discussion that takes place.

The small group of experts is chosen based on the principles of the new conceptual framework Dynamic Community that we have proposed to support situated knowledge collaboration (see the next section for a brief introduction, for more details see [4]). When the selected experts exchange messages with the developer who is seeking for help, those messages are stored in the discussion archive associated with the method, so that other developers who have similar problems later can benefit by clicking the Discussion archive link.

6.1 Dynamic Community

A dynamic community, or DynC, is dynamically formed in a knowledge work space. A knowledge work place consists of a group of knowledge workers, and the knowledge that the workers hold. The group can either be a formal organization such as a company or an informal online community. A DynC is a subgroup of knowledge workers that forms ad hoc in support of a particular user and a particular task, and dissembles as the task is finished. Unlike a static community that forms around a particular domain and exists for a long time, a dynamic community forms for a particular task, and exists only for a short period. The members of a DynC are selected using the following two criteria:

1. They have expertise on the particular task, and
2. They already have social contacts with the particular user.

The first criterion is grounded in the observation that in today’s highly specialized world expertise is no more an absolute attribute of person but a relative function of a person and a task. In other words, omniscient experts for many domains do not exist any more, and experts can be identified only after the task is known. The second criterion is grounded in the assumption that existing social contacts between the helpers and the helpee could provide extra motivation to engagement in knowledge collaboration based on the social norm of generalized reciprocity [5].

In summary, a DynC is task-specific: for different tasks, different DynCs will form even for the same user because different groups of experts will be identified; a DynC is user-specific: for different users, different DynCs will form even for the same task because users has different social contacts; and a DynC is in-situ and ephemeral: it is created dynamically when a need for collaboration arose in a real task and dissembles when the task is solved.

6.2 Creating Dynamic Communities in STeP_IN

The STeP_IN system maintains, in its central server, a database that stores the technical profile and social profile of each user. Both profiles are used to create a dynamic community for a particular user and a particular method.

When a user (i.e. a helpee) clicks the Ask experts link, according to the principles of DynC, STeP_IN goes through two steps:

1. expert identification, and
2. expert selection to create the group of experts who should receive the help request.

6.2.1 Expert identification. The expert identification process examines the relation from the method to the experts in the database to find all the members who probably know the method, and create an ordered list of Candidate Helpers. Candidate Helpers are identified in the following order based on three levels of expertise.

- **Confirmed expertise**: The member has participated in a previous discussion (sent a message to a previous DynC on the same method) and the original helpee ends the DynC with a satisfactory evaluation. If multiple members have confirmed expertise, they are listed in the order of the number of helpful DynCs on the same method that they have participated.

- **Claimed expertise**: The member has checked the I know field in his/her technical profile (Figure 6).

- **Inferred expertise**: The member has usage counts in his/her technical profile, and did not check the I don’t know field, and members are listed in the order of the number of usage count.

6.2.2 Expert selection. The expert selection process examines the social relation from the helpee to other members in the database to select a small group of people from the list of Candidate Helpers.

Social relations are computed from each user’s social profile. Before describing the process of expert selection, we first define the following social relations.

- **help< A, B, t >**: A helped B at time t. This means that A sent at least one message to the DynC
initiated by B at time t over some method. To note this is quite different from the definition of Confirmed expertise. In Confirmed expertise, the DynC has to be on the same method, and the DynC has to be evaluated by B as useful. In this relation, A could have participated in any DynC over any method, regardless the DynC was helpful or not.

- **friend<A, B>:** A claims that A is a friend of B. This means that A has chosen, in A’s social profile, the always field under B’s name. For example, in Figure 7, friend<m-asada, akiko> exists. This relationship can only be seen by A for the protection of privacy. It is also directional, namely, friend<A, B> does not mean friend<B, A>.

- **exclude<A, B>:** A states that he or she does not want to engage in collaboration with B, namely, A has chosen, in A’s social profile the never field under B’s name. Similar to friend, this relationship is directional and can only be seen by A (B would never know this).

- **email<A, B>:** The number of emails that A has sent to B.

With the relations defined above, STeP_IN uses the following selection rule to choose from the ordered list of Candidate Helpers people who have the most expertise and yet most likely to help person A on the particular method. The goal of this selection process is to choose a predefined number (for instance, 5) of experts to participate in the DynC for A. There are six steps in the selection rule, and when the predefined number of experts has been found at any step, the remaining steps are ignored.

**Selection Rules:** For each person X in the Candidate Helpers list.

1. If exclude<X, A> exists, X is removed because X has indicated no intent to collaborate with A.
2. If friend<X, A> exists, X is selected because X claims to be a friend of A, so X would probably help A.
3. If help<X, A, t> is greater than help<X, A>, X is selected because A has helped X more times than X has helped A, X should help A.
4. If help<X, A, t> and t is recent than help<X, A>, X is selected because A has just helped X on other information recently.
5. In the remaining list of Candidate Helpers, choose the persons who have sent most emails to A, based on email<X, A>, because X must know A quite well and might be willing to help A if he or she has sent many emails to A.
6. In the remaining list of Candidate Helpers, choose the persons who have been helped most in the whole STeP_IN regardless who have helped them, because although they do not have direct social relationship with A, they should offer help due to the principle of generalized reciprocity in the whole group. For those persons who have the same number of being helped, choose those who have been helped by someone most recently.

The selection process gives the priority to personal preferences (the relationships of exclude and friend) and uses less reliable social relationship calculated from email exchange history as the backup mechanism for selection. However, email exchange history will be heavily explored in the initial deployment of STeP_IN.

### 6.3 Supporting knowledge collaboration

The request for help email is then sent to the selected DynC members. A DynC member who wants to help can send a reply to the same group, and other DynC members can comment on each other’s message and engage in knowledge collaboration on the method that they are interested in and have certain expertise. When the helpee feels the discussion is sufficient, he or she can close the DynC by going to the STeP_IN server and gives his evaluation of the DynC as helpful or not. The “helpful” evaluation will change the expertise of all the DynC members on the method to confirmed expertise. All the discussions are archived and linked to the method for the benefit of later users who have similar questions on the same method to avoid repeated discussions of the same kind that wastes the time and talent of experts.

Special care has been taken in the STeP_IN system to avoid forcing experts into collaboration because we believe for sustaining the long-term success of knowledge collaboration, experts have to be able to participate in DynC out of their true free will of sharing instead of giving in to potential social pressures.

When a helpee requests help from experts he or she knows well, the social pressure is often shift on the experts because they might fear potential social backlash if they do not provide help and violate the rule of reciprocity. In such cases, the experts are often forced into collaboration even if they might not in a condition or a mood for collaboration at this particular moment. This would be detrimental to the long-term sustainability of the collaboration platform and some experts might simply withdraw from it. We believe avoiding such forced collaboration is essential for creating a sustainable voluntary collaboration platform that relies on the good will of benefactors.

Therefore, in STeP_IN, when the request for help is sent out to the DynC members, the helpee does not know to whom the request is sent, so that even if a
DynC member does not offer help due to various reasons, the helpee would not notice. However, any help message from a DynC member to the DynC shows its origin so that the DynC member’s contribution to the group is publicly recognized and properly acknowledged.

Another strategy to respect the will and time of experts is that experts can withdraw from participating in any DynC at any time, or refuse to collaborate with any particular person.

Accompanying the request for help email, a notification email is also sent to the DynC members to notify that they have been asked to help user A on method M. In this notification email, three links are provided for DynC members to avoid forced collaboration. The first link allows the expert to withdraw quietly from the current DynC if he or she is not interested at the moment, so that he or she would not receive further emails of this DynC. The second link allows the expert to refuse to receive any further request for help from A by change his social profile to never under A. The third link allows the expert to stop receiving any further request for help on method M by changing his technical profile field of M to I don’t know. All three actions are only known to the expert himself and no other people (neither A nor other DynC members) would notice.

7. SUMMARY

This paper describes the STeP_IN system that we are currently developing to support Java developers to collaboratively learning the vast amount of Java API library that contributes to the rapidly increased productivity of software development. STeP_IN provides continuous support for learning by offering individualized search interface, adopting user modeling techniques to identifying experts for help, and utilizing social networks to find experts who are most likely willing to help a particular user. The system is still under development and the whole interface needs to be polished for real use. Our future work includes continued implementation and user study to verify the usefulness of the system.
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